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“Complex problems have simple, easy to understand, wrong answers…”

H.L. Mencken
Creating the RFP

Create a category strategy for legal services for which your RFP is part of, supports, and furthers corporate objectives

- "Tactics without strategy is the fastest path to defeat"
- Key elements of a legal category strategy include market profile, legal analytics on available data, perspective on current and future needs, overall initiative goals and objectivities (vs. "we'll see what comes out when we get there")

RFPs must be customized for legal services marketplace. Additional customization required by practice area (e.g., RFP for IP firm is not appropriate for an employment firm or real estate firm), and potentially types of legal services (e.g., matters – individual case vs. mass tort vs. advisory) objectives

- "Boilerplate" RFPs will elicit "boilerplate" responses from law firm that convey very little of value (law firms are very good at this…)
- If you can't see how the law firm would differentiate itself on question (e.g., score an "A" vs. a "B") then it probably shouldn't be asked
Creating the RFP

"We don't hire law firms – we hire attorneys."

- Need questions to objectively vet more experienced professionals in the firm. "Firm capabilities" are typically of limited interest to most in-house counsel.

Design RFP for the in-house counsel reader – or risk the response will be ignored

- Profile of most in-house counsel is that they have a large document backlog to begin with, and do not have extra time to plow through hundreds of pages of "outside counsel blather." Structure and design RFP questions so attorney can apply their expertise at a glance (e.g., coverage)

Know who you are inviting and why. If you don't have a pretty good hypothesis of how a firm is a potential solution to a specific legal problem – you probably shouldn't be inviting them.

- Asking firms to provide descriptions of all possible capabilities feels "fun" (and it's easy - absolves anyone of upfront thinking that might be challenging) but generally results in massive information overload, and in-house counsel "shut down"
Creating the RFP

Invite the right firms and the right number of firms

- There is an appropriate ratio of incumbents to new alternative firms.
- Mix (and pre-screening is key): comparing the incumbent BMW to the Mercedes, RR, and Ferrari isn't likely to yield cost-effective improvements.

Invest in communication (about process, responses, and specific issues). If there isn't an understanding of the profession (the value the attorneys bring to their clients, or the individuals involved - some of whom are at the pinnacle of their field) or the resources required to respond adequately (time, expertise, resources) – than legal RFPs may not be advised.

- Reputational effects matter in the legal marketplace. Some of the largest legal departments in the country have done this poorly, and their reputations have not recovered.
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